Selective $^1$H$^a$ NMR Methods Reveal Functionally Relevant Proline cis/trans Isomers in Intrinsically Disordered Proteins: Characterization of Minor Forms, Effects of Phosphorylation, and Occurrence in Proteome
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Abstract: It is important to identify proline cis/trans isomers that appear in several regulatory mechanisms of proteins, and to characterize minor species that are present due to the conformational heterogeneity in intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). To obtain residue level information on these mobile systems we introduce two $^1$H$^a$-detected, proline selective, real-time homodecoupled NMR experiments and analyze the proline abundant transactivation domain of p53. The measurements are sensitive enough to identify minor conformers present in 4–15% amounts; moreover, we show the consequences of CK2 phosphorylation on the cis/trans-proline equilibrium. Using our results and available literature data we perform a statistical analysis on how the amino acid type effects the cis/trans-proline distribution. The methods are applicable under physiological conditions, they can contribute to find key proline isomers in proteins, and statistical analysis results may help in amino acid sequence optimization for biotechnological purposes.

Introduction

Intrinsically disordered proteins and protein regions (IDPs/IDRs) play vital roles in diverse biological processes$^{[1–2]}$. These systems display an ensemble of conformations instead of a permanent secondary structure. The conformational flexibility enables them to bind to multiple targets and to become potential drug targets.$^{[3–5]}$ One factor contributing to the conformational heterogeneity is the cis/trans isomerization of proline (Pro) residues. The different cis/trans-Pro states are associated with tumorigenesis (in p53TAD$^6$ and ATR$^7$), the formation of neurodegenerative diseases (in tau$^8$ and α-synuclein$^9$) and in circadian rhythm regulation.$^{[10]}$

Previous studies suggested that the different isomeric forms can inhibit or support protein–protein interactions.$^{[11–14]}$ Cis-Pro residues are often localized in structurally or functionally important regions, and they regulate signaling pathways, drive membrane binding or even modulate protein folding and stability.$^{[15]}$ The Pro conformation gains further importance if the preceding Ser/Thr residue is phosphorylated by proline-directed kinases.$^{[16,17]}$ Several diseases—such as Alzheimer disease—were qualified as “cistiosis”$,^8$ as they would imply a cis conformation for the Thr/Pro-Ser-Proyl bond.$^{[9]}$

On the other hand, prolines are important in molecular recognition, mainly in intracellular signaling. Domains such as SH3 and WW bind to specific proline-containing interaction partners that are key points of many signaling cascades.$^{[18]}$

These results highlight that knowledge of the exact trans or cis proline conformation has high biological importance. IDPs are abundant in prolines$^{[19]}$ and for N prolines the number of possible conformations is $2^n$, thus a multitude of isomers can co-exist in solution, and appropriate techniques have to be found for their detection.

The usual way to study cis/trans-Pro formation is by using proline analogs.$^{[20]}$ This means the system is shifted to extremes, and the targeted proline is fixed in either cis or trans form. A more useful way would be to determine the natural distribution of these isomers by an atomic level characterization. For these highly mobile systems X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM methods fail, leaving NMR spectroscopy to detect and discern the coexisting species.$^{[21]}$ Even in the NMR spectra only the most populated minor forms can be revealed, but each form should be analyzed accordingly to better understand their roles and functions.
The cis/trans-Pro isomerization occurs within a slow timescale (10^{-2}–10^{-2} s), and minor signals of varying intensities appear with peak multiplication for the Pro neighboring residues. Detection and sequential connection of the minor X-Pro-Y and X-Pro-Pro regions represents a challenge. One possibility is to compare 1H, 13N-HSQC spectra of a particular Pro containing sequence with the one corresponding to a mutant (Pro/Ala) or to use site-specifically labeled proteins. Using solely NMR techniques one can exploit the experiments based on the favorable signal dispersion in the 13C, 15N-dimension and 15N-dimension. Besides the many advantages of these techniques, sensitivity issues can be critical, especially if investigating minor species. As H_{det} experiments are the most sensitive, this leaves an opportunity to exploit the H-based detection schemes. H detection suffers from signal loss issues at physiological conditions, and due to the lack of Pro amide proton a break occurs in the sequential connectivity. The 4D HONOCAT[9] experiment enables connection of X-Pro-Y environments, but has low sensitivity, and it is inadequate for the study of minor species, and also not applicable for Pro-Pro motifs. Thus, H observed[37–39] approaches might offer the desired solution. To identify the particular Pro isomer the best indicator is the Cδ-Cε chemical shift difference (denoted Δδε), where values ≈ 5 ppm, or ≈ 10 ppm reveal trans, or cis form, respectively.[40] To obtain the Cδ, Cε chemical shift values the classical 1H detected 3D hCCCONH measurement can be used,[41] that has relatively low sensitivity and the sequential connectivity is sometimes hindered. Therefore, we aimed to develop proline-selective experiments based on the H_{det} detection approach with unambiguous determination of Cδ, Cε chemical shifts both for major and minor forms. This choice seems plausible, as we earlier showed that H detection combined with a real-time homodecoupling acquisition scheme has high sensitivity, and the proximity of the water signal does not disturb[32,42].

To test the power of the new technique, we performed an in-depth characterization of the detectable Pro conformations in the transactivation domain of p53 (p53TAD)[43–46]. p53TAD is a disordered, dynamic and multifunctional domain with several interaction sites,[44–47] with proline environments involved in cis/trans-Pro conformational regulation.[48] Numerous kinases recognize and phosphorylate proline residues in p53,[44,49–51] These properties make p53TAD a perfect subject for our work. Phosphorylation of Ser or Thr residues preceding a Pro are key events in signaling mechanisms, thus we investigated the modifications caused by the casein kinase 2 (CK2) enzyme and tested whether phosphorylation has an impact on the cis/trans-Pro equilibrium. Finally, the varying content of the minor conformers raises the question which parameters influence a higher/lower cis-Pro formation. Therefore, based on available experimental literature information, we aimed to find regularities about how the cis-Pro formation depends on the amino acid type.

### Results and Discussion

Proline-selective 1H-detected experiments for conformation determination. As minor proline peaks show an intensity of a few % compared to the major signals, their detection and conformation determination requires experimental setups of high sensitivity. In case of IDPs the condition of having minimal signal overlap should be also fulfilled. To unambiguously identify the proline cis- or trans- conformation, the Cδ,Cε chemical shifts need to be determined (Figure 1 A). For this purpose, we designed a 1H-detected, proline-selective triple-resonance experiment to accomplish a significant reduction in overlap by avoiding signals originating from other residues. As the chemically different 15N spins of prolines resonate exclusively in the 130–145 ppm range, proline-selectivity can be best achieved in the 15N-dimension. Thus, we introduce the Pro-(HCA)NCABHA experiment (Figure 1 B), which is an extension of the HACAN sequence.[38,52]

The transfer of magnetization has the following route:

\[ ^{1}H_{det}/^{1}H \overset{\Delta_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\delta} \overset{J_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\varepsilon} \overset{J_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}N_{\varepsilon}; \ t_1 \]
\[ \overset{\Delta_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\delta} \overset{J_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\varepsilon} \overset{J_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\varepsilon}; \ t_2 \]
\[ \overset{\Delta_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\delta} \overset{J_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\varepsilon} \overset{J_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}H^{+}/^{1}H_{det}; \ t_3 \]

where for each step the involved active couplings are indicated, and acquisition periods are denoted by \( t_i \) (i = 1–3). Starting from \(^1H\), transfer is achieved via band-selective pulses covering the \( ^{1}C_{\delta} \) and the \( ^{1}N_{\varepsilon} \) region, respectively. After \( t_1 \)-evolution, magnetization is transferred back to \( ^{1}C_{\delta} \) and further to \( ^{1}C_{\varepsilon} \), where the \( t_2 \)-evolution correlates the corresponding \( ^{1}C_{\delta} \) frequencies. Finally, back-transfer to \(^1H\) with homodecoupled acquisition using the BASEREX decoupling scheme[32–41] (Supporting Information, Figure S1) ensures sensitive detection with minimal signal widths. Since proline \(^1H\), \(^{1}C_{\delta}\), and \(^{1}C_{\varepsilon}\) environments are also covered by the applied selective pulses, corresponding correlations of \(^{1}N_{\varepsilon}\) to \( ^{1}C_{\delta}J^{1}C_{\varepsilon} \) and \(^1H\) are equally detected. The sequence allows selective detection of both proline \(^{1}C_{\delta}\) and \(^{1}C_{\varepsilon}\) chemical shifts, however, they will not be directly correlated. In order to achieve this direct correlation, a second optimized experiment has been developed. The Pro-(HCA)NCABHA measurement focuses on high sensitivity achieved by maximizing transfer efficiencies and minimizing the number of transfer steps applied (Figure 1 C):

\[ ^{1}H_{det}/^{1}H^{+} \overset{\Delta_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\delta} \overset{J_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}C_{\varepsilon} \overset{J_{\delta \varepsilon}}\rightarrow^{1}H^{+}/^{1}H_{det}; \ t_3 \]

Starting from the \(^1H\) side chain, selective transfer to \(^{13}C_{\delta}\) and \(^{13}C_{\varepsilon}\) and a short constant time (CT) \( t_2 \)-evolution ensures the possibility to detect the \( ^{1}C_{\delta}, \ ^{1}C_{\varepsilon} \) chemical shifts. Subsequently, highly optimized transfer from both carbons to \(^1H\) is applied, where the choice of \( \Theta \) will result in different outcomes of correlations: choosing \( \Theta = 45^\circ \) pulse angle, the next transfer element equally transfers \( ^{13}C_{\delta} \) and \(^{13}C_{\varepsilon} \) magnetization to \( ^1H \). While setting \( \Theta = 0^\circ \) or \( \Theta = 90^\circ \) will result in 100% transfer of only \( ^{1}C_{\delta} \) or \( ^{1}C_{\varepsilon} \) magnetization, respectively (Figure S2). Finally, highly resolved \(^1H\) evolution during \( t_3 \) and homodecoupled acquisition of \( ^{1}H\) similar to the SHACAH- HSOG—will add up to a well-resolved 3D experiment.
suitable for studying larger IDPs with many prolines. In this experiment the selectivity of carbon resonances alone is not sufficient to fully exclude non-proline correlations, but proline signals are unambiguously identified, and the likelihood of overlap is dramatically reduced (Figure S3). On the other hand, long nitrogen transfer elements with corresponding signal losses are avoided (experimental details and pulse-programs are summarized in the Figure 1 legend and in the Supporting Information, Tables S1 and S2).

Both experiments result in a successful removal of the water peak, working with maximum 10% D₂O content. Regarding the choice of a measurement type, the sensitivity of our \( ^{1}H_{\text{start}}^{13}C_{\text{detect}} \) experiment with fully decoupled signals will be 8 times higher than a \( \gamma_{\text{start}}^{13}C_{\text{detect}} \) approach (based on \( \gamma_{\text{start}}^{13}C_{\text{detect}}^{[38]} \)), resulting in reduction of measurement time by a factor of approximately 64 for the same S/N. Considering the low intensity species, or having small amount of protein, clearly the \( ^{1}H^{[38]} \)-detected method is favored.

Proline isomers in p53TAD \( ^{[38]} \). We used the new pulse sequences to give a complete picture of the assignment, sequential connection, isomer-type determination and amount of minor form for all detectable signals in p53TAD \( ^{[38]} \) (Figure 2, top). Assignment of the major species was already available \( ^{[46]} \) and for the characterization of minor resonances appearing in the \( ^{1}H^{[38]},^{15}N\)-HSQC spectrum (Figure S4) other techniques were applied. Prolines were directly
detected via the previously introduced SHACA-HSQC measurement (Figure 2A), and the X-Pro-Y, and X-Pro-Pro sequential connections were achieved from 3D HCAN, 3D HCACON and 3D HCANCO experiments (Figure S4). Assignment of minor resonances (Figure S4) proved that the effect of the conformation change vanishes at 2–4 residue distance from the proline, in accordance with previous literature findings.[23–27] Line widths on SHACA-HSQC for both major (M) and minor (m) forms are similar, meaning that there is no difference in the relaxation properties, also claimed in previous literature studies.[27] Thus, for quantitative evaluation of the minor content, peak integrals (Table S3) obtained from the corresponding extracted 1D ΔH rows of the SHACA-HSQC were used. The integrals of minor non-proline residues from the 1H, 15N-HSQC were calculated using a similar approach. For a given proline-containing segment integrals of the consecutive residues do not show significant difference. The minor population was calculated using the \[ \frac{|m|}{|m| + |M|} \] equation (Table 1). Finally, the newly introduced pulse sequences allowed determination of the Δ3 γ chemical shift differences for all species and resulted in the unambiguous assessment of the proline isomer (Table 1). All prolines in the major conformer have \( ^{31} \)C chemical shifts between 31–32 ppm (Pro12 lower as it is succeeded by Pro13), and \( ^{13} \)C values are around 27 ppm, indicating the expected \( \text{trans} \) isomer. In case of most minor peaks shifts in \( ^{13} \)C to \( \approx 34 \) ppm and \( ^{15} \)N to \( \approx 24 \) ppm are observed, in agreement with a \( \text{cis} \) isomer (Figure 2). Regions containing multiple prolines show more than one set of minor peaks. Thus, 3 separate sets of minor peaks appear in the Pro8-Pro13 region: one belonging to Ser9-Val10-Glu11 and two sets of Glu11-Pro12-Pro13 fragments (Figure S4). For this the sequential connection is: p12 1\( \text{cis} \)–p13 1\( \text{trans} \) and p12 2\( \text{trans} \)–p13 2\( \text{cis} \). Glu11 minors have similar signal intensity indicating a similar \( \text{cis} \) propensity for Pro8, Pro12 and Pro13 (Table S3). Two minor peaks were assigned for Gly59, due to Pro58 and Pro60 residues.

Secondary chemical shift values were calculated using \( ^{13} \)C, \( ^{31} \)C data[24–25] (Figure S4). Compared to the major, extended form, with all-\( \text{trans} \) prolines, in the \( \text{cis}\)-Pro containing minor forms the turn tendency is accentuated and a perturbation is
observed in the nascent helical propensity of the Phe19-Leu25 region.

The performance of the introduced measurements is very good: using samples with 7%-10% D2O, the residual water peak is minimal and an unambiguous determination of the $\Delta\delta_{\text{H}}$ chemical shift difference is obtained. Good quality, high resolution Pro-(H)CBCGCAHA spectra (4096 x 512 x 16 real points) with minor water peak detection is achieved within 15 h; while the corresponding 2D SHACASA-HSQC takes $\approx$0.5 h (Table S2). Using non-uniform sampling, measurement time can be decreased by a factor 2, at the cost of slightly reduced sensitivity. Evaluation of the concentration shows—based on data in Table 1—that the amount of minor species varies between 4.5%-13.5%, meaning that conformers present in 50–150 $\mu$M concentration (protein concentration was $\approx$1 mM) are easily detectable. Figure S3 highlights that for other residue types which also have chemical shifts in this range, mostly one, typically low intensity signal—sometimes distorted or with reversed sign—is detected, indicating the case with which proline residues can be selectively identified.

**Phosphorylation by CK2 and its effect on cis/trans-Pro equilibrium.** It is still little explored how post-translational modifications (PTMs), such as phosphorylation, modulate the existing structural ensembles of an IDP, including the major and minor forms, as well as the cis/trans proline isomers. To test if our method can analyze these changes, we studied the effect of CK2 phosphorylation on p53TAD. Ser/Thr sites are phosphorylated by CK2 if these residues are succed by one or more negative charge(s), while amino acids with hydrophobic sidechains, and prolines can negatively affect the phosphorylation. It is known that CK2 can phosphorylate Ser386 at the p53 C-terminus, but its effect on the N-terminal domain has not been studied comprehensively. Sun et al. reported that Ser46 and Thr55 in TAD can be phosphorylated in vivo. Analyzing the CK2 consensus sequences and the residues around phosphorylation sites (Figure 2) Ser46 and Thr55 are succeeded by two negatively charged residues (Asp48-Asp49 and Glu56-Asp57, respectively), and they can be primary phosphorylation sites. Ser6 and Ser20 are followed by one negatively charged residue (Asp in both cases), and they can represent further possible phosphorylation sites. As Ser46 is positioned before a proline residue (Pro47), and Pro4, Pro8 and Pro58 are also situated close to potential phosphorylation sites, the multiple phosphorylation at Ser6, Ser46 and Thr55 would give us opportunity to investigate the effect on cis/trans-Pro equilibrium.

We tested this experimentally by monitoring the phosphorylation of p53TAD with CK2 by $^1$H,$^1$N-HSQC spectra at different time points (12 h and 36 h, respectively). After 36 hours incubation phosphorylation is complete for Thr55, Ser46 is 85% phosphorylated, while phosphorylation levels for Ser6 and Ser20 are $\approx$50% and $\approx$10%, respectively (Figure S5). These results are in accordance with the prediction. The lower phosphorylation level of Ser46 can be explained with the presence of Pro47 that limits the activity of CK2. Analyzing the chemical shift changes, these occur only in the $i \pm 3$ region around the phosphorylated sites, detected both in $^1$H,$^1$N-HSQC and SHACASA-HSQC spectra. This indicates that the overall structural propensities are not affected (Figure S5).

Our *in vitro* results also show that Ser6 and Thr55 phosphorylation has no influence on the Pro environments in their vicinity (Pro4, Pro8 and Pro58), and phosphorylation levels are the same for both major and minor peaks. Instead, phosphorylation of Ser46 eliminates the cis-Pro47 isomer. The p47 minor peak is no longer detectable neither on the SHACASA-HSQC (with a defined detection threshold below 0.9% as discussed in the Figure S4D), nor in the proline selective spectra; also the neighboring minor peaks are missing from the $^1$H,$^1$N-HSQC spectrum. This proves that phosphorylation can change the cis/trans equilibrium of prolines and also that this effect might be present only in the neighboring prolines close to the modification (Figure 3; Figure S5).

Our results indicate that CK2 might be part of the kinases modifying p53 function and its interaction network. Thr55 is constitutively phosphorylated in unstressed cells while phosphorylation of Ser6, Ser20 and Ser46 is known to regulate p53TAD interactions. Moreover, the observed effect of Ser46 phosphorylation on the cis/trans equilibrium of Pro47 can be connected to the proline isomer dependent p53-protein interactions. It is known that p53 binds to the apoptosis regulator Bcl-2-associated X (BAX) protein if Pro47 is in cis form. Consequently, in the bound state a trans-Pro47 rearrangement happens, that induces a conformational change in BAX, activating it. This takes place either spontaneously by chance (not effective) or by contribution from peptide-aryl cis-trans isomerase NIMA-interacting 1 (Pin-1). Our *in vitro* experiments show that a $\approx$5% cis-Pro47 form exists under natural distribution, which can bind to BAX. However, if due to Ser46 phosphorylation the equilibrium is shifted towards trans-Pro47, then, in the absence of Pin-1, the free cis-Pro47 pool is decreased, and CK2 phosphorylation will keep the interaction level between p53 and BAX low. If phosphorylation happens after binding to BAX, then Pin-1, which requires pSer/Thr for recognition changes cis-Pro47 to trans-Pro47 and activate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>Major Pro (ppm)</th>
<th>Minor Pro (ppm)</th>
<th>Minor [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>4.7 trans</td>
<td>9.6 cis</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>5.0 trans</td>
<td>9.4 cis</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>3.1 trans</td>
<td>8.2 cis</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>4.7 trans</td>
<td>9.7 cis</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27</td>
<td>4.6 trans</td>
<td>10 cis</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P34</td>
<td>5 trans</td>
<td>9.5 cis</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P36</td>
<td>4.7 trans</td>
<td>9.6 n.d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P47</td>
<td>4.7 trans</td>
<td>9.6 cis</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P58</td>
<td>5.3 trans</td>
<td>9.5 cis</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P60</td>
<td>5.1 trans</td>
<td>9.1 cis</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Overlap with the water signal. [b] Pro60 is the last C-terminal highly mobile residue. Not detected (n.d.).
Figure 3. The effect of phosphorylation on p53TAD<sup>1–60</sup>. Overlayed SHAC-A-HSQC spectra highlighting the proline region for the A) major and B) minor peaks, in native (black) and CK2 multiple phosphorylated form (red). The contour levels were lowered for the minor form (B).

BAX<sup>23</sup> Still, the in vivo effects of CK2 on p53 remain to be determined.

Sequence-dependent proline conformation distribution. Literature studies conducted on various proteins indicate that the amount of minor species varies typically between 5–15%, and our data from p53TAD<sup>1–60</sup> also confirm these findings.<sup>23–31</sup> However, discrepancies may occur from the various experimental conditions and measurement approaches regarding how the minor proline contents were obtained (measurement type, that is, indirect evaluation from <sup>1</sup>H, <sup>15</sup>N-HSQC spectra, direct evaluation using <sup>13</sup>C detection or in our case SHACA-HSQC; experimental parameters, that is, relaxation delay values; or temperature) (Table S4). As shown for p53TAD<sup>1–60</sup>, the minor peak amount determined from the <sup>1</sup>H, <sup>15</sup>N-HSQC and SHAC-A-HSQC led to similar results (Table S3). To test the influence of temperature, we monitored the minor peak content in the 278–323 K range by <sup>1</sup>H, <sup>15</sup>N-HSQC and SHAC-A-HSQC measurements. A variation of −1% could be detected, indicating that the influence of temperature is not significant, and this result is in agreement with the findings of Ahuja et al.<sup>29</sup> These observations suggest that reported data can be used for further analysis.

Cis-Pro content is influenced by the type of the surrounding amino acids. In order to find which residues have the most impact, we performed a statistical analysis taking into account the ±3 residues neighborhood, as appearance of the cis-Pro isomer causes peak multiplication for the neighbors at 2–4 residues distance. Thus, based on available literature information (Table S4), we collected 101 (N<sup>0</sup>) proline i ± 3 segments, where i = Pro, and this set contains 595 residues (N<sup>res</sup>). We determined the distribution of the residue types in this dataset—using the classification in 7 groups—and made a comparison to the distribution (occurrence %) found in the DisProt database (Figure 4 A).<sup>19,64</sup> Two-sided binomial tests at a significance level of 0.1 were conducted, considering the N<sup>res</sup> residues; and the expected occurrence range of values were calculated for each residue type (Table 2; Table S5).

Further on, we investigated the residue type distribution in each of the i ± 3 positions (Figure 4 B–D). Based on binomial tests, we determined which residue type occurrence shows a significant deviation from its expected value. In this respect, to obtain reliable information, we used the occurrence (%) from our dataset as a comparison, instead of DisProt. Based on the reported cis-Pro content we considered three cases: i) N = 51 segments (from N<sup>0</sup>) fulfilling the > 5% condition, out of which ii) N = 23 environments with > 10% and iii) N = 50 regions with < 5% (Figure 4 B–D, columns i-3 to i + 3). The statistical analysis enables us to formulate some general rules:

(i) An increased > 10% cis-Pro isomer may be found if positions i-1 or i+1 are aromatic residues. Indeed, it has been shown that aromatic residues in proline neighborhood can be involved in π-CH<sub>2</sub> stacking interactions.<sup>10,27</sup>

Figure 4. A) Amino acid type occurrences (%) in DisProt and in our dataset. The determined occurrence (%) in positions i ± 3 for cis-Pro content in our dataset: B) > 5% (N = 50), C) > 10% (N = 23), and D) < 5% (N = 51). Amino acids were classified in seven groups based on sidechain type: Gly (gray), aliphatic (black), polar (green), positively charged (blue), negatively charged (red), aromatic (yellow), and Pro (dark blue). E) for each of the cases (B–D) the result of the binomial analysis is shown at a 0.1 significance level. *3 %; **2%,
Table 2: Results of our statistical analysis showing the differences in residue types between DisProt and our selected data set (Pro ± 3 residues). For each residue type the expected value range was determined. The occurrence (n) out of n^m is compared to occurrence (%) in DisProt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue type</th>
<th>Occurrence [%] in DisProt</th>
<th>Expected value range[a]</th>
<th>Total selected residues (n^m = 595)</th>
<th>Occurrence [n]</th>
<th>Compared to DisProt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gly</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>38–54</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>significantly less</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliphatic</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>134–161</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>no difference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>130–157</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>no difference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>76–98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>no difference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>82–105</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>significantly less</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatic</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>24–38</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>significantly less</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>40–57</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>significantly more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] For each residue type, the occurrence (%) in DisProt was taken as reference.

causing rigidity to the segment. In all other positions aromatic residues have no significant effect. For a cis-Pro content < 5%, no aromatic residues were found in positions i ± 1.

(ii) For a > 10% cis-Pro content residues with negatively charged side chains are more frequent in positions i-2, i-1 and i + 3.

(iii) The cis-Pro content is increased if there is a Pro in i + 1 position. This means that cis-Pro-trans-Pro motifs may be more frequent in IDPs than trans-Pro-cis-Pro.

(iv) Residues possessing positively charged side chain in i-3 and i-1 positions can be an indicator of a decreased cis-Pro content. The electrostatic interaction between the positively charged side chain and the proline carbonyl group in trans isomer is energetically favored. Data also show that Arg and Lys residues are more common for < 5% cis-Pro content.

(v) Another observation that does not necessarily hold for each case is if position i-3 is occupied by an aliphatic residue with a large space filling sidechain (Val, Ile, Leu), then the likelihood to have a cis-Pro conformer is rather high.

To validate these criteria, we examined 9 out of 10 proline neighboring sequences of p3TAD-40. Since there are no aromatic residues in the analyzed segments, this is a good example to interpret the effect of other side chain types, which were not discussed before in the literature. The segments containing Pro4, Pro8, Pro12, Pro34, Pro58 belong to the > 10% class. Inspection of these segments shows that positions i-2 and i-1 are mostly occupied by residues bearing negative charge—in accordance with detected regularity (ii). Segments harboring Pro27, Pro47 show low, or no (Pro36) cis-Pro content (Table 1). We have to note, that besides the amino acid composition, the low cis-Pro content may also be the result of some secondary structural tendencies, as both Pro27 and Pro47 mark the end of regions with an α-helical propensity.

From a general point of view, phosphorylation means substitution of a polar residue to a negatively charged one. Similarly, phosphomimetic mutations of Ser to Glu/Asp also result in an increase of negative charge. According to our findings, such mutations can be advantageous for the formation of an increased cis-Pro amount. Our dataset analysis reveals that in the > 5% cis-Pro containing Ser/Thr-Pro sequences negatively charged residues are rare, therefore the mutation might alter the cis/trans-Pro ratio. In p3TAD-40 the 2 Asp and 1 Leu neighbors of Pro47 can cause steric hindrance, leading to an unfavorable pSer46-cis-Pro47 arrangement.

Conclusion

In the present work we introduce a technique that enables the characterization of proline isomers present even in low concentration. The experiments allow unprecedented combined sensitivity and resolution in determining proline conformations at physiological pH and temperature, thereby passing a threshold that allows direct observation and quantification of minor species based on the detection of non-exchangeable 1H protons. Comparing to the less sensitive 13C-detected measurements, our 1H-detection based approach results in shorter experimental time, important especially if minor species are followed, or if for some proteins prolonged measurements are not possible. The method offers the possibility to follow the changes in the cis/trans proline composition via PTMs or protein interactions. There is no need for biological mutation/analogue incorporation, thus lowering the experimental costs and project elaboration time.

Based on all these aspects our new approach can help future research projects targeted to better understand the regulatory effects and mechanisms of cis/trans prolines in proteins, as we present for the case study of the p3TAD-40. For this protein we report and characterize 13 minor proline conformers of 10 proline residues. We highlight that phosphorylation by CK2 influences the cis/trans-Pro equilibrium, which might alter the function of p53.

The method is applicable for the study of larger IDPs/IDRs and continuous accumulation of new experimental data in this field will allow a more and more profound statistical analysis. This could at one point result in a reliable prediction of Pro cis/trans isomer distribution of any protein sequence and, based on the observed regularities, amino acid sequences with a certain cis/trans-Pro content can be designed.
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